Index

A
ActiveX controls, 320
Aggregation, formula
  COUNTIFS functions, 211, 214
  Raw Data table, 212
  SUMPRODUCT, 211–212, 214
Analysis sort column, 413
Anchoring controls
  check box anchor region, 363
  Checkbox collections, 365
  components, 366
  DisplayCheckboxes, 362
  GoNext and GoPrevious, 361, 363
  inserting, check boxes and naming, 364
  Predefined Anchor Region, 365
  underlying cell, check boxes, 361
  Wizard.CheckboxAnchor, 362
Application.Match() function, 162

B
Balanced scorecards, 23
Banding
  area plots, creation, 239
  beginning stages, 235–236
  Change Chart Type dialog box, 237
  Change Series Chart Type, selection, 236
  column charts, used, 240–241
  description, 234
  historical city temperature, 234–235
  line and stacked area charts, 239–240
  line charts to stacked bar charts, 237–238
  oil production data, used in, 241
  with lighter color, painting, 238
Big data, 23
Boolean concepts
  chart filtering, 191
  CHOOSE() formula, 192
  features, 190
  filter testing, 192
  functions, 196

Bullet charts
  bad, med and good quantities, steps, 242
  Camera tool results, 250–251
  colors reformatted, 243
  completion, snapshot, 243–244
  cross-bar target effect, 246
  current progress, 245
  description, 242
  Format Error Bars context pane, 246–247
  formatting cleanup, 247–248
  invention, 241
  rotated text, 250
  rotating, 251
  Switch Row/Column button, use, 242–243
  target value
    as marker, 245–246
    coping, 243–244
  Text Box options, 249
  vertical and horizontal, 242

C
Calculation worksheet tab
  back-end data, 258–259, 261
  INDEX function, 260
Calendar tables, 468
Camera tool, VBA
  access, 87
  defined region, 91
  GoNext Procedure, 94
  GoPrevious Procedure, 94
  InsertNewImage Procedure, 95
  listing, named range, 92
  manual setting, 93
  next button, 93
  pictures
    creation, 90
    worksheet tab, 91
  random numbers, 88
Chart design, excel
  banding (see Banding)
  bullet charts (see Bullet charts)
Chart design, excel (cont.)
column and bar charts, 230–232
data-ink density, 227–228
deviations, 230
Few-esque design, 228
layout constraints, 232–234
oil production, 229–230
CHOOSE, 189
Closure
circle, 42
fluid set, data, 42–43
Kanizsa’s triangle, 43
square, 42
Coding experience
Auto Syntax Check, 112
comments, 113–114
immediate window, 115–116
option explicit, 116–117
pop-up ruining, 112
readable font, pick, 115
Collateralized debt obligations (CDOs), 4
Column and bar charts, 230–232
Commercial-Off-the-Shelf (COTS), 6
Conditional formatting
absolute reference, 437
cell reference, 437
data visualization, 438
metrics, 439
Rules Manager, 436
weight box heading, 439
Continuation, 45–46
Custom formats, input validation
converting, output from
Wingdings 2 to Calibri, 354
format cells dialog box, 353
insert symbol dialog box, 354
Cylinders, cones, and pyramid charts, 69, 71

D
Dashboard and decision support development
back-end data, 4
blogs, 3
buzzword bingo
flashy chart, 9
interactivity, 9
what-if, 9
data problem
e enterprise-level reporting, 8
tensible add-ons, 8
familiarity and ubiquity, 6
fits In, 5
flexible and customizable, 6
full-fledged database, 8
inexpensive-ish, 7
quick turnaround time, 7
return on investment, 7
skepticism, 3
spreadsheet, 3–4
value at risk (VaR), 4
excel development trifecta
Condition_To_Evaluate, 13–14
LEFT() formula, 14
outside cell, 15–16
storage memory, 12
tasks, 12
visualization, 11–12
volatile functions, 15
internet, 3
spitting out, 5
Dashboards
hiding unused rows and columns, 171, 173
instructions and documentation, 174–175
problems
bad layout, 167–169
Dashboard.ContentWidth, 169–170
formatting and embellishment, 162–164
hypothetical dashboard, 169
needless protection, 171
tabs, 165–167
Worksheet_Open event, 170
scroll area, 173–174
types
analytical, 156
operational, 156
simplified layout, 157–158
strategic, 155
Dashboard worksheet tab
custom formatting trick, 268
Exit Function, 265
IFERROR and HYPERLINK, 264
RolloverCell, 264
Data Analysis Expressions (DAX) formulas
average quantity per customer, 528–529
distinct customer count calculation, 524–526
filter context, 526
total quantity measure, 527–528
Database information table, 380–381
Database table, 381–382
Data-ink density
default Excel chart, 227–228
effectively communicate data, 228
principles, 227
Data Journalism, 31–32
Data visualization
chart, 33
dashboards (see Information dashboards)
data interpretation, 33
data journalism, 31–32
logo, 28
metrics, 27
Microsoft Excel, for spreadsheet development, 20
pilots and metaphors (see Pilots and metaphors)
radial gauges, USPTO’s dashboard, 26–27
working memory, 27
Data visualization, principles
preattentive attributes, perception
(see Preattentive attributes, perception)
visual perception (see Visual perception)
Decision support systems, 159
dashboards, 156–157
hiding unused rows and columns, 171, 173
instructions and documentation, 174–175
scroll area, 173–174
Development and Design, Pitfalls
calculation, 132–133
calculation state, 139–140
drop-down list, 140
formula speeds, 141
functional standpoint, 140
wonky errors, 139
code pitfalls, 147
Copy/Paste iterations, 148
testing properties, 148–151
dashboard, 131
files—or perhaps, 151
INDEX/MATCH
ExcelUser.com, 144
spreadsheet errors, 144–147
value_if_error, 146
naming conventions, 151
rows and columns, 137–139
spreadsheet, 133–137
style rules
abbreviate, 152
file name, 153
numbers, dates, 153
underscores (_)/dashes (-), 152
words, 152
VBA code, 131
VLOOKUP, 141–144
volatile functions and actions, 132
Development styles and principles
Calc.Input—it, 129
calculation, 129
freed, 128
selection objects, 127–128
worksheet tabs, 123–127
Doughnut charts, 72
Dropdown and sort labels
Boolean formulas, 433–435
conditional format, 435–440
Excel 2013 data model
dashboard developers, 451
data modeling, 454
Data tab, 454
Excel table format, 454
manage relationships dialog, 455
relationship dialog,
creation, 455–456
data relationships
customer data, 453
datasets, 451
product data, 453
sales data, 452
pivot tables, 456–459
rules, 462–463
Excel data presentation library
bullet graphs, 67–68
cylinders, cones, and
pyramid charts, 69, 71
doughnut charts, 72
line and bar charts, 56–60
pie charts, 71
radar charts, 77–78
scatter charts (see Scatter charts)
small multiples, 68–69
stacked columns and area charts, 75–77
surface charts, 74
tables, 55–56
third dimension, charts, 72–74
Excel development trifecta, 10–16
Excel formula
Boolean values, 181
intersection operator ( ), 185–187
operators, in depth, 181
range operator (\:), 182–184
types, 181
union operator (,), 184–185
Excel’s evaluate formula feature
aggregating (see Aggregating, formula)
filtering, 199–202
highlighting, 203–204
reusable components, 215–216
selection (see Selection, formula)
Excel, Visual Basic for Applications (VBA)
coding experience, 111–113, 115–117
development styles and
principles, 123–129
naming conventions, 117–121
referencing
procedures and Macros, 122
shorthand references, 121
worksheet object names, 122
Executive information systems, 23

F
Few-esque design, 228
Filtering with formulas
applied formula concepts, 199–200
dashboard tab, 201–202
NPV column, 200
portfolio risk level, 201
project files, 199
Raw Data Table, 200
testing, 201
Flight instrument panel, 19
Form controls
ActiveX, 320
button, 330–331
CheckBox
interactive legend, 322
mixed state, 329
values, 329
ComboBox, 323–325
definition, 319
descriptions, 323
GroupBoxes, 333
Label, 331
legends (see Dynamic legend)
ListBox, 325–326
Option Button, 332
scrollable tables, creation
array formula, 337
AVERAGE function, 338
cell value, 335
dynamic indices, 336
format control, 339
INDEX function, 333, 338
insertion, 334
scrollbars
control, 327–328
data points, chart, 341
Edit Series dialog box, 343
Grid feature, 342
TRANSPOSE function, 344
Slider Bar, 320
spinner, 329
Formula-based sorting, 414
Formulas
evaluate formula button, 180–181
F2, cell selection, 179
F9, calculation, 179–180

G
Gantt chart dashboard, 253
banded region chart
calculation tab, 275, 279
choice of color, 281–282, 287
cleanup, 278
format axis context pane, 278
format data series context pane, 276–277, 280
format selection button, 279
formula bar, 286
gap width, 277–278
homemade chart legend, 284
modification, 274
placement, 282–283
row selection, 275–276
series options, 280
stacked bar, 276
symbols dialog box, 284–285
visual description, 274
without any extraneous information, 281
description, 273–274
details-on-demand pop-up
project and day, 295
rollover method (see Rollomethod)
dynamic legend
automatic adjustment, 287
conditional formatting, numbers, 288
endpoints, 288–291
visual effects, 291–293
Gantt chart rollovers
conditional formatting, 306–307
Dashboard.CurrentRow and Dashboard.
CurrentColumn, 307
details-on-demand pop-up
bugs, 316
camera tool, 312
Dashboard.Hoursworked, 314
designing, 311
intermediate table, 308–310
name box, 312
selection pane, 315
snapshot, 307
user-defined function, 313
development pattern, 306
formula, 305
row index numbers, 305
Garbage In, Gospel Out, 5
General Electric, 23
Grade letter calculator, 196
Highlighting using formulas
edit formatting rule, 204
project table, 203
right-clicking Column, 204

IF statements
MATCH function, 188
RANK function, 188
IF statements
adding numbers, 195
branching conditions, 188
prototype, 187

Information dashboards
Adobe Flash, 23
balanced scorecards, 23
business analytics applications, 24
chart, 31
executive information systems, 23
for decision making, 20
International Space Station, 19
key performance indicators, 23
mechanical, 19
OLAP, 23
pitfalls, 29
skepticism, 23
social media, 29–30
total performance
management, 23
USPTO, 24–25
visual communication products, 23

Information-transformation-presentation (ITP)
Application.Match() function, 162
benefits, 162
conceptual description, 159–160
healthcare analysis decision
support system, 160
RUN button, 161

Input entry table
cells, wizard, 376
conceptual visualization, 378
country Id, current index, 377–378
record, adding, 379
SaveNewRecord Procedure, 379

Input forms and Excel
ActiveX controls, 349
input items, named ranges, 352
spreadsheet, 351
UserForm, MS Excel, 350
visual validation formula, 352

Interactive Excel dashboard
adding slicers, 473–475
customer data table, 466
final version, 479
linking slicers to pivots, 476
missing data, 467–468
pivot charts, 471, 473, 477–478
pivot tables, 469–471
product data table, 466–467
sales and product, 469
sales dashboard, 465
slicer formatting, 478
store data table, 466–467

Interactive Gantt chart dashboard
banded region chart, 255
calculation worksheet tab, 258–259, 262
Dashboard Worksheet Tab (see Dashboard Worksheet Tab)
data visualization, 254
data worksheet tab, 257
dynamic chart legend, 255–256
pop-up Information Box, 254
International Space Station, 19
Intersection operator ( ) , 185–187
ITP. See Information-transformation-presentation (ITP)

Key performance indicators, 23

Match index column, 417–419

Metrics
commom interpretation, 225
descriptive analytics, 218
dashboard demonstration, 218
scores on dashboard, 218
timeseries chart, 220
worst performers, 219
descriptive analytics, 217
financial, 223
health care, 223
information technology, 223
KPIs, 224
marketing, 223
mutual exclusivity, 224–225
prescriptive analytics
Dashboards, 220–221
decision tools, 221–222
regression, 222–223
prescriptive analytics, 217
sufficiency, 226
Naming conventions
- CamelCase notation, loose, 118–119
- Hungarian notation, 117–118
- named ranges, 119
- sheet objects, 119, 121

Normalization, 395

OLAP. See Online analytic processing (OLAP)

One-way sensitivity analysis
- advantage, Excel’s, 398
- definition, 397
- health level, 397
- metrics weights, 398
- proportions, 397–398
- weights split, 397

Online analytic processing (OLAP), 23

Pilots and metaphors
- cockpit on Hornett Moth, 20–21
- glass cockpit, 20–21
- information dashboards, 22
- information superhighway, 22–23

Pivot charts
- analyze tab, 472, 477
- bar charts, 477–478
- categories, 471
- clustered bar chart, 472
- formatting, 477

Pivot tables
- disadvantages, 480
- information needs, 469–470
- inserting and creating tables, 456–457
- multiple tables, 457–459
- reports, 459
  - slicers, 459, 461
  - timelines, 461–462
- slicers, 470, 480–481
- tables, 481
- VLOOKUP formula, 459

PowerPivot
- compatibility, 516
- data model, 519
- DAX. see Data Analysis Expressions (DAX) formulas
  - description, 516
  - diagram view of tables, 521
  - diagram view option, 521
  - Excel dashboards, 532–533

loading sample data
- customer data, 518
- product data, 518
- sales data, 519
- steps, 519
- quantity per customer, 530–531
- report creation steps, 530–532
- tab, 517
- table
  - fields, 522
  - insertion, 522
  - quantity by category and gender, 523

Power Query
- availability and compatibility, 483
- bringing data, 484
- data consolidation
  - append query feature, 504–507
  - old customer data, 502
  - set up, new connection, 503
- data duplication, 507, 509
- data transformation, 484
- description, 483
- inconsistent data formats, 509–513
- loading data, 484
- M language, 514
- phone number data
  - close & load properties, 497–498
  - loading, text file, 493–497
  - merging customer, 498–502
  - text file, 492–493
- unclean data
  - cleaned data, 490–492
  - customer loyalty program, 485
  - Dinky’s Delicious Donuts,
    - customer data, 485
  - e-mail addresses, 490
  - extra periods, 489
  - extra spaces removal, 487–489
  - loading data, 486–487

Preattentive attributes, perception
- color attributes, 47–49
- high-precision judging, 49–51
- lower precision, 51–52

Proximity
- clusters, 37–38
- data cluster, 41
- dots, 39
- perception, 40
- similarity and color change, 40–41
- units sold, region, 40

Radar charts, 77–78
Radial gauges, 26–27
Range operator (\:)
- dynamically sized ranges, 182–183
- functions, 182

Rollover method
- conceptual model, 296–298
- conditional formatting
  - conceptual framework, 303–304
  - format cells dialog box, 301–302
  - new formatting rule dialog box, 301
  - red hover square, rollover grid, 303
  - relative reference, 301
  - rollover region, selection, 300
- demonstration, 296
- hover table, 298–300
- user-defined functions (UDFs), 296

Rollover method (See Gantt chart rollos)

**S**

Scatter charts
- cause-and-effect, 67
- correlation analysis, 64–65
- correlation fit and coefficient, 65–66
- drownings, 67
- vs. line charts, 61–64
- pitfalls, 66
- spreadsheet data, 62
- statistical analysis, 67

Scrolling capability
- actual formulas, 407, 409
- conceptually, 407–408
- index numbers, visual
  - presentation section, 409–410
- scrollbar value, 406–407

Selection, formula
- axis labels selection box, 211
- column headers, 206
- dynamic chart, 210
- dynamic side function, 209
- INDEX formula, 208
- LARGE function, 207
- OFFSET, 209
- project list tab, 206
- Select Data Source, 209
- SERIES function, 210

Sensitivity analysis
- adjusting scroll bar, 411
- alternatives decision support system, 393
- backend, 405–406
- formula-based sorting data, 411–413
- intermediate table, 405–406
- match index column, 417–419
- metrics, 393–394
- Pocor and Sauolia, 419
- responsiveness sort, 421

scrollbar value 19, 420–421
scrolling capability, 406–409, 411
second half formula, 420
sort column, 413–416
weighted average models, 394–404

Similarity
- alternating color pattern contrast, 37
- banquet hall design made, 36–37
- breaks up group, 37
- color pattern contrast, 37

Sort column
- database analysis, 413–414
- first cell, 415–416
- formulas return, 415, 417
- heading, 415
- match index column, 417–419
- prototypes, 414

Spreadsheet-Based Wizard
- anchoring, 360
- custom formats, current step
  - highlighting, 366–367
- Helper tab, 357–358
- INDEX, step-specific Information, 367–368
- layout patterns, 356–357
- moving between views, 358, 360
- spreadsheet application, 355
- survey, 356
- Views, special instructions, 360

Surface charts, 74

**T**

Third dimension, charts, 72–74
Total performance management, 23

**U**

UDFs. See User-defined functions (UDFs)
Union operator (\), 184–185
United Nations Development Program, 23
User-defined functions (UDFs), 107, 296, 298, 307, 313, 316
User input, storage patterns
- control ListBox, 388
- database, 376
- database information table, 380
- database table, 381–382
- deleting, selected record, 387
- editing and existing record, 384–387
- input cell, 373–375
- input entry table (see Input entry table)
- input wizard, 371–372
- inserting record, 383–384
- last word, 391
- menu screen functionality, 382–383
User input, storage patterns (cont.)
  spreadsheet file, design, 370–371
  wizard summary buttons, 389–391
  World Health Organization (WHO), 369
  U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO), 24–25

V

VBA. See Visual Basic for Applications (VBA)
Visual Basic for Applications (VBA)
  no-code method
    CHOOSE formula, 98, 100
    Format Control dialog box, 97
    form control scroll bar, 98, 100
    Name Manager, 99
    Next and Previous buttons, 96
    reference, named range, 100
    SelectedHouse, 100
  purely VBA method
    CurrentHouseIndex, 86
    GoNext and GoPrevious methods, 85
    InsertNewImage method, 85–86
    previous and next buttons, 84
  rollover method
    hyperlink formula, 107
    implementation, 107
    interactive periodic table
      of elements, 105–106
    pop-up bubble, map, 106
    user-defined functions (UDFs), 107
  semi-code Method
    camera tool (see Camera tool, VBA)
    named range, storing variable, 86–87
  sorting data
    implementation, 102
    INDEX and MATCH formula, 105
    MATCH() formula, 104
    ScreenUpdating properties, 102
    SMALL and LARGE formulas, 103
Visual layer
  ColorBrewer tool, 444–446
  comparisons formula, 431
  country name, 428
  custom colors, 446
  data spacing, 447–448
  display buttons, 440–441
  dropdown and sort labels (see Dropdown and sort labels)
  in-cell bar chart, 429–430
  IFERROR function, 430
  information label, 426–427
  infrastructure, 423
  intermediate table, 442
  mapping, 426
  progress meters, 431
  ranking, 427
  Red, Green, and Blue (RGB), 445
  REPT function, 429–430
  Responsiveness Distribution, 444
  TEXT function, 429
  Total cell, 429
  total score, 429
  weight adjustment system, 423–426
  weighted vs. not-weighted metrics, 442–444
Visual perception
  closure, 42–43
  continuation, 45–46
  gestalt psychology, 36
  mind’s ability, 44
  objects, 36
  proximity, 37–42
  similarity, 36–37
Volatile functions and actions
  INFO(), 132
  OFFSET(), 132
  RAND(), 132

W

Weight adjustment system
  anchoring, 424
  column spacer, 424
  column width, 425
  Health Level, 423
  Helper tab, 424
  scroll bar properties, 424
  scroll bars, 424
  Snap To Grid feature, 425
Weighted average models
  Acoaslesh and Afon, 394–395
  adjusted value, 400–401
  definition, 394
  linked values table, 399–402
  linking to database, 402–404
  normalization, 395
  one-way sensitivity analysis, 397–398
  rank of country performance, 395–396
WHO. See World Health Organization (WHO)
World Health Organization (WHO), 369

X, Y, Z

XOR()-oh
  AND and OR functions, 194
  odd, even evaluation, 194–195